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About CMHA
• One of Canada’s most established charities, now 100
• Our policies and programs anchored in evidence and
informed by people’s personal experience.
• We work towards mental health for all, including people
with addictions.
• Over 120 locations throughout Canada; 14 in BC
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About Terminology
• Mental Health vs Mental Illness: Terms are used
interchangeably but mean different things!
• Mental Health is a state of well-being in which every
individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the
normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully,
and is able to make a contribution to her or his community
―World Health Organization
• Analogous to physical health/fitness and physical
illness/injury
• “There is no health without mental health”
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Agenda
• Orientation to Psychological Health and Safety
• Understand how occupational health and safety has role
• Learn steps in implementing National Standard of Canada
• Explore your opportunities to influence and engage
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Mental health is everyone’s responsibility
Institutional (Government/Society)
What policies could be developed or redesigned
to support mental health promotion or enforce
protection?

Organizational
What systems or organizational groups, policies or
procedures exist within the organization to protect or
promote mental health?

Relational
Who is available to support those
experiencing mental illness?

Individual
What skills or protective factors
can the individual call upon to get
through difficult periods
or experiences?
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Our Focus: At the organizational level

Organizational
What systems or organizational groups,
policies or procedures exist within the
organization to protect psychological safety
and promote mental health?
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Psychologically safe, healthy workplace
A workplace that promotes workers’ psychological well-being
and actively works to prevent harm to worker psychological
health including in negligent, reckless, or intentional ways.
―Guarding Minds@Work

Free video tool/reference from Mental Health Commission
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-Geb1fkM58
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What is the Canadian Standard?
Canadian Standards Association
• Psychological health and safety
in the workplace
• Occupational health and safety
standards―CSA-Z1003
Pillars of this Standard
• Prevent psychological harm from
conditions in the workplace
• Promote psychological health in
the workplace through support
• Resolution of incidents
and concerns
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How to implement the Standard
Assembling the Pieces:
Implementation Guide to the
Standard (CSA)
Incorporates four-part framework:
• Building the Foundation
• What Are Your
Opportunities?
• What Are Your Objectives?
• Implementing the Plan
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Factors that affect Psychological H&S
1. Psychological Support

7. Recognition and Reward

2. Organizational Culture

8. Involvement and Influence

3. Clear Leadership and
Expectations

9. Workload Management

4. Civility and Respect

11. Work/Life Balance

10. Engagement

5. Psychological Job Demands
6. Growth and Development

12. Psychological Protection
13. Protection of physical safety
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Examples and reference tools www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/psychosocial/mentalhealth_risk.html

Psychological
Support

Why it is important?

Employees that feel they
have psychological support
have greater:
• job attachment
• job commitment
• job satisfaction
• job involvement
• positive work moods
• desire to remain with the
For some organizations,
organization
• organizational citizenship
the most important
behaviours (behaviours of
aspect of psychological
support may be to protect personal choice that
benefit the organization)
against traumatic
• job performance
stressors at work.

A workplace where coworkers and supervisors
are supportive of
employees' psychological
and mental health
concerns,
andof respond
Protection
Physical Safety
appropriately as needed.

What happens when
it is lacking?
Employee perceptions of a lack of
psychological support from their
organization can lead to:
• increased absenteeism
• withdrawal behaviours
• conflict
• strain - which can lead to
fatigue, headaches, burnout
and anxiety
• turnover
• loss of productivity
• increased costs
• greater risk of accidents,
incidents and injuries
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Civility and Respect Why it is important?
A workplace where
employees are
respectful and
considerate in their
interactions with one
another, as well as with
customers, clients and
the public.

A civil and respectful workplace is
related to greater job satisfaction,
greater perceptions of fairness, a
more positive attitude, improved
morale, better teamwork, greater
interest in personal development,
engagement in problem
resolution, enhanced supervisorstaff relationships, and reduction
in sick leave and turnover.

Civility and respect are
based on showing
esteem, care and
consideration for
others, and
acknowledging their
dignity.

Organizations characterized by
civility and respect create a
positive atmosphere marked by
high spirits and work satisfaction.
This allows people to enjoy the
environment, whether they are
staff, clients or customers.

What happens when
it is lacking?
A workplace that lacks civility and
respect can lead to emotional
exhaustion amongst staff, greater
conflicts, and job withdrawal.
A work environment that is uncivil
and disrespectful also exposes
organizations to the threat of
more grievances and legal risks.
One example of disrespectful
behaviour is bullying.
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Tools - Videos on Psychological H&S Factors
Series of 13 short videos, and facilitator guides
available for free at:
https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/13factors

Example – video on “Involvement and Influence” – think about how
this relates to your local and JOHS.
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How Occupational Health & Safety
has a role
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Responding to Psychosocial Hazards

EAP/
peer support
programs/crisis
Intervention

HR planning
/strategic
plans/workplace
policies

Prevention:
Safety
Program/Safety
Mgmt. System/
JOHS Committee

Accommodation/
return to work
programs
Individual
Resiliency
training

Wellness
& fitness
programming

Harassment,
bullying
& respectful
workplace
programs
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Addressing hazards to psychological safety
Similar to typical strategies you already use:
• Identify hazard
• Assess risk levels specific to worksite
• Mitigate or reduce risks
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Steps in implementing
Psychological Health and Safety in the
Workplace
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Implementing the National Standard

What are your
Opportunities?

graphics from Assembling the Pieces, CSA
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Commitment, leadership, participation
Responsibility for psychological health and safety
resides with:
• Employers
• Senior Leaders responsible for corporate strategy,
people, organizational development, health and safety,
operations, communications: all leaders
• Workers and union representatives
• OH&S – expanding beyond physical safety
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Identifying Opportunities
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Getting your baseline - tools
Guarding Minds at Work Survey
• Free survey to assess 13 factors in your workplace
• Easily accessible
• Confidential
• Customizable
• You generate your own report
• Helpful resources for each factor
• Action plan guides
www.guardingmindsatwork.ca
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Getting your baseline
Other sources of data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employee satisfaction/engagement surveys
Focus group discussion – esp. in small worksite
Claims for psychological injury
Data on reports of bullying/harassment
Recruitment, retention, turnover of workers
Short-term Disability/LTD data
Learning and development data – training, etc.
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Getting your baseline
Policies/systems that affect PH&S factors:
What is already in place?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return to work/stay at work programs
Occupational Health and Safety Committee
Critical incident management, response processes
Violence in the workplace prevention systems
Bullying and harassment prevention/respectful
workplace policies
Training and development policies

What could be put in place?
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Determining opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Determine most relevant data
Analyze - where doing well, not well
Consider areas of highest priority - opportunities
Consider resources needed and available
Beyond data―what does your gut tell you about which
factors need to be addressed in your worksite?
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Setting Objectives
•
•
•
•

Develop vision
Set objectives and targets
Establish implementation team
Develop implementation strategy

• Emphasis – what you can do at your local worksite,
with your OHS Committee
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Objectives and Targets: Example
Improve civility and
respect in Unit B over
next 6 months

Improve psychological
support in Unit A over
next year

Provide 2
sessions on
support through
EFAP

Install privacy
screen between
admin support
staff and clients

• Install “respectful
workplace” sign at
reception
• Develop procedures
• Train staff
26
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Objectives and Targets: Resourcing
Improve psychological support
in Unit A over next year

Provide 2 sessions for up to 20 participants
each on support through EFAP for dealing
with traumatic incidents
•
•
•
•
•

Cost: $100 per session; budget through H&S
1 hour staff time provided through Unit
Coordination by Health & Safety
Snacks provided by BCGEU local
One session every 2 months

Install privacy screen between
admin support staff and clients
•
•
•

Cost: $500 ; budget through
facilities repair
Design in consultation with staff
Time: winter 2019
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Communicating
Your role as a union rep, as a rep on OHS team or otherwise:
What
•
•
•
•

this is about elements within the influence of the workplace
just like physical health and safety
prevention and corrective action
each individual has their own responsibility for their well-being

When
•
•
•
•
•

at all stages
often
especially when determining targets
when activities happening and how to participate
results of activities
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ACTIVITY:
Your Workplace: Objectives and targets
• Identify 1 objective for your worksite over the next
12 months (as related to one of the 13 PH&S factors)
• Identify 1 target that will help reach your objective
and that can reasonably be achieved in the next 6
months
• For the target, identify
–
–
–
–

what will be done
when
by whom
with what resources
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Evaluation and corrective action
Ways to determine progress and further actions needed:
• Include psychological health and safety on regular
agendas for OH&S committees
• Monitor progress on objectives and targets
• Include PH&S in workplace inspections
• Report and investigate incidents
• Follow JOHS committee recommendations
• Reassess baseline data factors (annually)

Continuous improvement in your workplace
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Summary
• Psychological Health and Safety is integral to
health and safety for everyone in the workplace
• Occupational health and safety has role
• You can take practical steps to implement
psychological health and safety in your workplace
– and in your local
• You have opportunities to influence and engage at
each step
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More to learn
Workshops are available through CMHA:
• Safe and Sound – workplace psychological health and safety
• Responding with Respect – for front-line workers dealing with public
• Mental Health Awareness – for all workers
• Crew Talks – supporting fellow workers

•
•
•
•
•

Understanding Addictions online course
Mental Health First Aid – 12 hour course
Certified Psychological Health and Safety Advisor training
Suicide awareness and intervention – SafeTalk and ASIST
Not Myself Today employee engagement campaigns
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CMHA Branches in your community
• Vancouver-Fraser
• North & West
Vancouver
• Victoria
• Cowichan Valley
• Port Alberni
• Mid-Island
• Kootenays

• Prince George
• Cariboo Chilcotin
• South Cariboo
• Kamloops Kelowna
• Shuswap/Revelstoke
• South Okanagan
Similkameen
• Vernon & District
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Workplace Health Resources
• Canadian Mental Health
Association
www.cmha.bc.ca
www.cmha.ca
• CMHA’s Bottom Line Conference
www.bottomlineconference.ca

• Canadian Centre for Occupational
Health and Safety
www.ccohs.ca
- under Mental Health
• Assembling the Pieces on-line course
www.ccohs.ca/products/courses/assembling_pieces

• HeretoHelp
www.heretohelp.bc.ca

• Workplace Strategies for Mental Health
workplacestrategiesformentalhealth.com

• Mental Health Commission of
Canada
www.mhcc.ca

• Guarding Minds @ Work
www.guardingmindsatwork.ca
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For your own self
Please write yourself a
note, an e-mail, a text :
• for my own mental
health and resiliency,
this evening I will
_________________
• I will take care of my
well-being over the
next month by ______
Share if you wish
35
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Keep in touch!
Ashley Rinas
Workplace Programs
CMHA, BC Division
604-688-3234
workplaces@cmha.bc.ca
www.cmha.bc.ca
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